
Little Kingshill vs HURLEY 1XI  – 5th September 2009 

 HURLEY 
S Kayani lbw Illyas 0 

D Day Not Out 81 

C Phillips b Ogbourne 39 

P Ridgeway lbw Ogbourne 5 

M Cole b Anu 38 

A Ridgeway b Anu 2 

R Brown Not Out 36 

F Hussain 

D Walton 

D Simoes  

 Extras 44 

 Total 245-5 

 

 

LITTLE KINGSHILL 
T Chick b Hussain 8 

A Kanthan lbw Hussain 17 

J Ogbourne c Simoes b Cole 24 

R Ratnaraja c Simoes b Cole 6 

Dilantha b Hussain 14 

S Gale b Walton 9 

Illyas b Hussain 4 

Anu b Hussain 0 

G King Not Out 4 

 Extras 5 

 Total 91ao 

 

A Ridgeway 6-1-28-0 M Cole  5-0-23-2 

F Hussain 12.3-2-34-5 D Walton 1-0-4-1 

 

Hurley finished their league season on a high with a crushing 154 run at 9 man Little Kingshill on 

Saturday. A delayed start finally allowed the home side to put a team in the field as Hurley were 

asked to bat. But Shoab Kayani (0) only lasted two balls before being trapped lbw by Illyas in the 

opening over. Denis Day (81 not) and Chris Phillips (39) added 91 in 18 overs taking full advantage of 

the gaps in the field, Phillips especially enjoying dabs through third man. Phil Ridgeway (5) completed 

a wretched season with a leg side lbw and his early departure ruined the middle order plan of batting 

with son Alex (2). The Hurley innings was fashioned around the purposeful knock of Day whose sentinel 

stay allowed some flamboyant hitting from skipper Mike Cole (38) who seemed to be able to just clear 

floundering fielders. The highlight of the innings however was another classy knock from fifteen year 

old Ross Brown (36 not). Following on from his debut 82 last week, the diminutive batsman found timing 

and poise to deposit one amazing clip off his legs to the square leg boundary and several powerful 

straight drives. His urgency may have been prompted by the circling Red Kite viewing him as a tasty 

snack. His innings of only 31 balls propelled Hurley to an early declaration of 245-5 from 48 overs.    

 

Hurley made the early breakthrough when Farooq Hussain (5-34) flatted Tony Chick’s off peg with only 

8 on the board. Kanthan (17) and Jamie Ogbourne (24) added 41 in good time to take the home side 

to 53-1 before a clatter of wickets saw the terminal decline to 61-4. Hussain bowled with metronomic 

precision to bowl his five victims while Mike Cole (2-23) found some pace to have Ogbourne 

defending unsuccessfully the short ball and Ratnaraja edging to stand in keeper Dave Simoes.  The 

comedy moment of the afternoon was the introduction of Dave Walton whose first ball had sufficient 

air and minimal pace to allow the scorer to finish his cup of tea and for Steve Gale to be in seven 

minds as to where to deposit the ball before missing it altogether to be bowled.  

 

Hurley finished their league season on a high but disappointed that lack of availability has again 

dented their ambitions.  


